S Swaminathan - Controller, Finance and Anbu Rathinavel Dean,
Nalanda – talk to Bharath (BA (History) at Presidency College)

Somas Jeevan - Global Head Human Resources - talks to Nivetha
(B Tech – IT at Jerusalem College of Engg.)

Bharath is a high-energy student and his energy is certainly
infectious! He oozes 200% confidence and is crystal clear about his
dreams. 'Why do we say this?’ You may ask. Bharath is a visually
challenged student, who had the guts to move from a special school
to a regular mainstream school! He is a chess champion. Ranked
1572 globally! He is very tech savvy, and does not view his
(challenge of) eyesight as an impediment. Bharath is raring to make
a mark and we do see a 'Great' guy in the making!

I could not believe that Nivetha is a student from Tamil medium, for
she spoke English with confidence. In fact, she has trained younger
students of Ullas during 10 weekends this year! She is very savvy
and focused and attributes her personal development to the Ullas
exposure. I felt emotional that Nivetha comes from a humble
background - her father is a brick-maker ! She is indeed an asset to
Ullas! I am amazed and humbled by her 'positivity'.

Jaideep Billa - Advisor to Chief Architect & CEO and Rama
Sivaraman Global Head - Process Excellence talk to Ashwini
(BE Computer Science at Valliammal Engineering College)
It was a great opportunity to "participate in the dreams" of a young
achiever. Just like a rare flower that blooms in a desert, we found
Ms. Ashwini has blossomed despite various constraints she has
faced in her life. She has that special spirit to make a success of
anything. We have no doubt she will set up her own "Ullas” kind of
initiative in the future. We were impressed with the confidence she
displayed. Whoever said background is a constraint, must meet
Ashwini!

Uppili Srinivasan - Head Intellect GUB - talks to Yogeshwari
(B Com at Meenakshi College)
I felt very good seeing the energy in these young achievers. The
exciting future ahead of them is a great motivation for me and all of
our colleagues! I would like to recommend a program on
communication skills as a few of them are apprehensive about
their communication skills. A structured program on formal
communication could be woven into the mentoring program for
Higher Education scholars.

Srikanth R – CFO – talks to Madhavan (B Sc Mathematics from
Vivekanada College)

K Govindarajan - Global Head Administration – talks to Manoj
Prabhakar (BE (ECE) at Thanthai Periyar College)

I am very impressed with our young achiever, Madhavan. He faced
the dialogue and questions, with complete confidence. I wanted to
openly share that even after my CA, I was a little apprehensive
about speaking to senior professionals. But I was amazed with the
way this young student spoke to me without any trace of hesitation
or fear!

Manoj is a delightful young man and is equipping himself very
nicely to carve out the future of his choice. He opened up very
nicely, conveying his views confidently. He was matter-of-fact
about his father being a watchman and his mother a street vendor
selling idlis. I could sense a paradigm shift in his thinking process as he shared his journey from 9th standard to college. The one hour
time spent with Manoj was equally a "learning" experience for me!

SR Ramaswami - Head Strategy and Corporate Development talks to Hari Krishnan (BE Automobile Engg. at Shriram Engg.
College)
Hari Krishnan was very upfront about his strengths and
weaknesses. Besides his strong academic performance, Hari also
writes nice poems. I felt very good that during our discussions, I was
able to kindle his thought processes. He wants to be an Engineer at
Audi and is very passionate about Audi cars. Another interesting
point was - he wanted to conduct the ‘Diary of Dreams’ workshop
for his younger sister. I think Ullas is a very positive movement!

Suresh Kamath - Head Products - talks to Abdul Kaleem Khan
(B Tech – IT, at Jaya Engineering College)
I appreciate the self-confidence of Abdul Kaleem. I have no qualms
in admitting that many a time, I am not as confident as him!
Interacting with Abdul, I was reminded of my college days. Abdul’s
father is a laboratory attendant and earns Rs. 5000 a month. Not
only are his parents proud of him, I am very sure that all of Polaris is
proud of Abdul and his journey so far.

